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We study the evolution of a Bose-Einstein Condensate (BEC) in a two-state superposition due
to inter-state interactions. Using a population imbalanced dynamic decoupling scheme, we measure
inter-state interactions while canceling intra-state density shifts and external noise sources. Our
measurements show low statistical uncertainties for both magnetic sensitive and insensitive super-
positions, indicating that we successfully decoupled our system from strong magnetic noises. We
experimentally show that the Bloch sphere representing general superposition states is ”twisted”
by inter-state interactions, as predicted in [1, 2] and that the twist rate depends on the difference
between inter-state and intra-state scattering lengths a22 + a11 − 2a12. We use the non-linear spin
dynamics in our scheme to demonstrate squeezing of gaussian noise, showing 2.79± 0.43 dB squeez-
ing when starting with a noisy state and applying 160 echo pulses. Which can be used to increase
sensitivity when there are errors in state preparation. Our results allow for a better understanding
of inter-atomic potentials in 87Rb. Our scheme can be used for spin squeezing beyond the standard
quantum limit and observing polaron physics close to a Feshbach resonance, where interactions
diverge, and strong magnetic noises are ever present.
The state of a two-level system can be represented by
a vector on the Bloch sphere. Linear operations on this
state can be represented by rotations and contractions
of the sphere, generated by unitary and non-unitary op-
erations respectively. In cases where the Bloch sphere
represents the average state of an ensemble of two-level
systems, interactions between them can introduce non-
linear evolution to their state, represented by torsion and
one-axis-twist of the Bloch sphere. Non-linear spin dy-
namics can be used for spin squeezing and the generation
of non-classical states [1].
In the cold collision regime, the interaction is parame-
terized by the s-wave scattering length aij , where |i〉 , |j〉
are two internal states of the interacting atoms (i.e. Zee-
man states or hyperfine levels). Our knowledge of scat-
tering lengths comes from spectroscopic measurements
[2, 3], observations of collective oscillations [4], position
of Feshbach resonances [5–7] and thermalization experi-
ments [8, 9], which are then taken into account for cal-
ibrations of detailed calculations of inter-atomic poten-
tials [10, 11]. Precise knowledge of inter-state interac-
tion parameters, as well as the difference in scattering
lengths between different internal states, are important
for spin-squeezing [12], polaron physics [13–16], BEC
solitons [17, 18], spinor and binary BECs [19, 20], and
magnons [21].
Frequency shifts in population-balanced microwave
Ramsey spectroscopy due to mean-field interactions were
used to measure intra-state scattering length differences
a22 − a11 for both thermal ultra cold bosons [22] and
BEC [2] (and their absence observed for both thermal
[23] and quantum degenerate [24] ultracold Fermi gases).
In population-imbalanced transitions an additional term
in the frequency shift of the transition, proportional to
a22 + a11 − 2a12 and to the density difference between
the states was predicted but was too small to be mea-
sured [2]. These measurements were limited to magnetic
insensitive transitions where magnetic noises are largely
suppressed. Dynamic decoupling (DD) [25] could decou-
ple the system from these magnetic noises and preserve
its coherence over long times by applying a set of spin
rotations. It also decouples it from the intra-state inter-
actions and can not be applied to measure them.
Dynamic decoupling was demonstrated in NMR [26,
27], spins in solids [28–30], ultracold atoms [31, 32], and
trapped ions [33–35]. DD aims to decouple a system
from its environment, to measure a signal along with DD,
one can modulate the system itself synchronously with
the DD scheme [36–38], in a similar fashion to how a
lock-in amplifier operates. However, this modulation can
generate noises that are in phase with the DD scheme,
and requires control of the signal of interest.
In this letter, we propose and demonstrate a method
for measuring interactions in ultracold gases in a noisy
environment with a long coherence time and increased
sensitivity to inter-state interactions. Our measurements
are based on a population imbalanced DD scheme (Fig.
1) that accumulates the effect of inter-state interactions
between ultracold atoms in two internal states, without
adding any modulation besides the DD itself. We fully
characterize the process [39], confirming the prediction
of [2] that the Bloch sphere of the two states is twisted
by the inter-state interaction and from the measured
twist determine a22 + a11 − 2a12 with 0.02 a0 sensitivity
for both magnetic sensitive and insensitive transitions.
Around the equator, the Bloch sphere twist generates
spin squeezing. We measure the evolution during DD of
a state around the X axis, showing noise squeezing of
2.79± 0.43 dB with a weak non-linear interaction, when
starting from a state with gaussian noise. This is rele-
vant when there are errors in state preparation, and can
be used to increase sensitivity.
Our method can also be used for spin squeezing be-
yond the standard quantum limit , similar to [12], owing
to the long coherence time achievable in our scheme it is
possible to generate a spin squeezed state even with weak
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2interactions. It is also relevant for polaron physics, where
a minority of atoms in state |1〉 interact strongly with a
majority of atoms in state |2〉. The lifetime and energy of
polarons have been observed recently [15, 16, 40–42]. Im-
balanced DD can be used to increase coherence in these
measurements, which will, in turn, increase spectroscopic
resolution.
We use a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) of ultra-
cold 87Rb atoms in states |1〉 = |F = 1,mf1〉 and |2〉 =
|F = 2,mf2〉, where F is the total spin of the atom and
mf1,2 is the spin projection on the magnetic field axis.
In the mean-field approximation the two states undergo
energy shifts,
δE1 =
4pih¯2
m
(α11a11n1 + α12a12n2),
δE2 =
4pih¯2
m
(α22a22n2 + α12a12n1),
(1)
n1,2 are the densities in the different states, aij are the
s-wave scattering lengths, αij are correlation factors that
account for Bose statistics (for a thermal cloud αij = 2,
and for a BEC αij = 1 [2]), m is the atomic mass, and
h¯ is the reduced Planck constant. The energy difference
between the two states in a BEC is,
δE2 − δE1 = 2pih¯
2
m
(
(a22 − a11)(n2 + n1)
+(a22 + a11 − 2a12)(n2 − n1)
)
.
(2)
Here, the first term is proportional to the sum of densities
n = n1 + n2, while the second one is proportional to the
density difference δn = n2 − n1.
A typical Ramsey experiment starts with the atoms in
state |1〉, a first pi/2 pulse puts the atoms in an equal
superposition - 1√
2
(|1〉+ |2〉), and after a holding time
T a second pi/2 pulse converts the phase difference be-
tween the states to population P = N2/(N1 + N2),
where N1,2 is the corresponding number of atoms in
each state. During the interrogation time, the popula-
tion in the two states is equal, which makes the second
term in Eq. (2) vanish and the phase between the two
states depends only on the sum of densities. However,
we can start with a finite density difference by applying
a pulse with area θ 6= pi/2 which puts the atoms in the
state cos θ2 |1〉 + sin θ2 |2〉, here the density difference is
δn = n
(
sin2 θ2 − cos2 θ2
)
= −n cos θ. Following a Ram-
sey wait time T we apply a second pulse with area pi− θ
to convert the phase difference between the two states to
population difference.
In our imbalanced DD scheme (Fig. 1 (a)) we apply a
number of echo pulses (Ne) between two pulses of θ and
pi − θ. Our pulses have a Rabi frequency ΩR and alter-
nating phase of 0◦, 90◦, rotating the state around the
X,Y axes in the Bloch sphere sequentially. This scheme
adds several benefits, first, it cancels the first term in Eq.
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FIG. 1: Imbalanced dynamic decoupling. (a) Pulse
sequence. An initial pulse of area θ, followed by a set of
Ne echo pulses around X,Y axis, separated by time 2T ,
with a final pulse with area pi − θ and phase φ. The
initial pulse creates a superposition cos θ2 |1〉+ sin θ2 |2〉,
with density difference δn = −n cos θ, where n is the
total density. (b) A twisted Bloch sphere after
imbalanced DD. Measured phase shifts (circles) on
magnetic sensitive transition |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 (similar to
Fig. 4) at several latitudes for increasing total evolution
times (blue - 12.1 ms, green - 26.2 ms, orange - 54.6
ms). Solid lines are fits to the data. Locally, a coherent
state around the equator is squeezed by one-axis-twist,
illustrated by the colored distribution.
(2), because the sum of densities does not change follow-
ing a pi pulse. Second, quasi-static external noises and
inhomogeneous dephasing mechanisms (e.g. due to inho-
mogeneous density or light shift) as well as spatial phase
evolution [43] are nullified, which allows for a longer co-
herence time. The echo pulses reverse the sign of the
density difference δn. Therefore, we accumulate phase
due to the second term in Eq. (2) and achieve an in-
creased sensitivity to a22 + a11 − 2a12, which is typically
much smaller than a22 − a11.
The calculated population in state |2〉 at the end of this
sequence, is given by (for detailed calculation see [44]),
P =
1
4
[
2 sin2 θ cos
(
φ− gn
h¯
NeT cos θ
)
+ cos 2θ+ 3
]
(3)
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FIG. 2: Imbalanced DD on |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 transition,
with 16 echo pulses and hold time T = 2.88 ms, giving a
total time of 92 ms. (a-d) Measured population P
(circles) while scanning the phase of the last pulse for
different θ, showing clear fringes and high contrast. The
fringes are phase shifted, due to inter-state interactions
and density difference δn = −n cos θ. Dotted lines are
fits to the data, error bars indicate one standard
deviation from four repeated measurements. (d, inset)
Phase shift from (a-d) fits (circles) as a function of
population imbalance δn/n. The phase shift is
proportional to δn/n as predicted by Eq. (3), dotted
line is a linear fit.
where φ is the phase of the last pulse and g =
4pih¯2
m (a11 + a22 − 2a12) is the interaction shift. This in-
teraction twists the Bloch sphere (Fig. 1(b)), where the
upper hemisphere (θ < pi/2) rotates in one direction and
the lower hemisphere (θ > pi/2) rotates in the opposite
direction. Measured phase shifts (circles) show the evo-
lution on the Bloch sphere for increasing evolution times
(blue, green, orange).
During the pulses the interaction is negligible since it is
much weaker than our Rabi frequency ( gnh¯  ΩR, [44]).
Rotating the Bloch vector around X,Y cancels noises in
the control pulses [29, 45, 46] and also renders the ro-
tations symmetric with respect to the equator of the
Bloch sphere in every XYXY block. Thus, any residual
phase accumulated due to population imbalance during
the pulses is equal in the upper and lower Bloch hemi-
spheres.
In our system we trap a BEC of ∼ 5 × 105 87Rb
atoms in a crossed dipole trap with trapping frequen-
cies of (ωx, ωyωz) = 2pi × (31, 37, 109) Hz. We use MW
radiation close to 6.834 GHz to drive transitions be-
tween different hyperfine levels in a magnetic field of
2.07 G. We drive both the magnetic insensitive tran-
sition |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 and magnetic sensitive transitions
|1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 0〉, |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 2〉, which are separated by a
large Zeeman splitting ∆ ΩR.
To perform an imbalanced DD scheme, we start with
all atoms in the state |1〉 = |1, 0〉 (magnetic insensitive
transition) or |1〉 = |1, 1〉 (magnetic sensitive transitions)
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FIG. 3: Frequency shift due to interactions between
|1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 - Measured frequency shift ∆f = ∆Φ2piTtot
and density difference δn from measurements of
imbalanced DD with various total evolution times
Ttot = 2NeT (indicated in figure legend), Ne is the
number of echo pulses and T is the hold time. A linear
fit to the data (black line, one standard deviation in
gray) yields a scattering length difference of
(a11 + a22 − 2a12)1,0→2,0 = 1.17± 0.02 a0 (statistical
uncertainty of one standard deviation), showing the
high precision that can be achieved with this method.
and apply MW pulses to couple to state |2〉 = |2, 0〉 or
|2〉 = |2, 2〉. We apply a pulse of length tp to rotate
the Bloch vector around the X axis with a polar angle
θ = ΩRtp. We let the state evolve for a time T and apply
a pi pulse to invert the populations. We then alternate
between pi pulses around the X and the Y axes with free
evolution time of 2T in between (XY8 sequence [47]).
Finally, after another hold time T we apply a pulse pi− θ
with phase φ to rotate the vector around the axis cosφ ·
xˆ+sinφ·yˆ. An illustration of our pulse sequence is shown
in Fig. 1 (a). The train of echo pulses can be prolonged
to accumulate more phase and increase sensitivity to g.
We used up to 72 echo pulses.
At the end of the sequence we released the cloud from
the trap and let it expand for 20 ms. We measured
the population in state |2〉 using a normalized detection
scheme (see [44]). We measured the Thomas-Fermi ra-
dius of the cloud in order to calculate the chemical po-
tential and average density of the BEC.
Our measurements on the magnetic insensitive tran-
sition (|1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 0〉) after 16 echo pulses with hold
time T = 2.88 ms (total time of 92 ms) are shown in
Fig.2 (a-d), filled circles are the measured populations
vs φ (error bars indicate one standard deviation of the
mean of four measurements), where different colors in-
dicate different polar angles θ. The dotted lines are fits
to C cos (φ+ ∆φ) +B, where C is the contrast, φ is the
phase of the last pulse, ∆Φ is the phase shift, and B is
the bias. The contrast of the fringe with θ = pi2 (Fig.
2 (a)) is high, showing high coherence after a long DD
time of 92 ms, compared with our typical Ramsey co-
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FIG. 4: Imbalanced DD on magnetic sensitive
transition |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 0〉, with 56 echo pulses and hold
time T = 0.38 ms, giving a total time of 42.6 ms. The
short hold time T is needed to decouple the atoms from
strong magnetic noises. (a-d) Measured population P
while scanning the phase of the last pulse for different
θ. Showing fringes with high coherence, even in the
presence of strong magnetic noises. Dotted lines are fits
to the data, error bars indicate one standard deviation
from four repeated measurements. (d,inset) Phase shift
taken form (a-d) fits (circles), as a function of
population imbalance. Showing a linear dependence
(linear fit, dotted line), similar to the magnetic
insensitive measurements (Fig. 2).
herence time of ∼ 30 ms [48]. When we change θ the
contrast decreases, as expected from Eq. (3), but there
are clear fringes in all cases (Fig. 2 (b-d)) and excellent
agreement with our fits. A phase shift is present in all
measurements, and it is linear with respect to δn (Fig. 2
(d), inset) as predicted by Eq. (3).
To validate our measurement and test the performance
of this sequence. We repeated this measurement for dif-
ferent times Ttot = 2NeT with different hold times T and
number of echoes Ne. Our measurement time was lim-
ited by inelastic collisions of atoms in state |2, 0〉, trans-
ferring them to states |2,−1〉 and |2, 1〉 [49]. The fre-
quency shift we measured ∆f = ∆Φ2piTtot grows linearly
with the density difference δn (Fig. 3). From a lin-
ear fit we get (a11 + a22 − 2a12)1,0→2,0 = 1.17 ± 0.02 a0
(statistical error of one standard deviation), showing the
high precision and signal to noise ratio achieved with im-
balanced DD. Our main source of systematic errors is
the measurement of density of the BEC, we estimate it
to be 16%. This measurement of scattering length dif-
ference can be used to calculate interatomic potentials.
Using a known value for a11 = 94.69 a0 [10] and pre-
viously measured a22 − a11 = −1.40 ± 0.04 a0 in our
setup [48], we can estimate a12 = 93.40 ± 0.03 a0 and
a11+a22−2a21
a22−a11 = −0.84 ± 0.03. This ratio is insensitive to
systematic errors in estimating density.
To show the ability of DD to work in noisy environ-
ment, we performed the same measurement as before on
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FIG. 5: Frequency shift due to interactions in magnetic
transitions - The measured frequency shift ∆f and
density difference δn from repeated measurements of
imbalanced DD with different number of echo pulses
and hold times for |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 (a) and |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 2〉
(b). A linear fit to the data (black line, one standard
deviation in gray) gives a scattering length difference of
(a) (a11 + a22 − 2a12)1,1→2,0 = 0.76± 0.02 a0 and (b)
(a11 + a22 − 2a12)1,1→2,2 = −0.22± 0.04 a0 showing
high precision that can be achieved in this method even
in the presence of strong magnetic noise.
two magnetic sensitive transitions, |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 and
|1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 2〉 with a magnetic field sensitivity of 0.7
kHz/mG and 2.1 kHz/mG respectively. Our main mag-
netic noise source was the 50 Hz AC from the electricity
grid of 1.31 ± 0.12 mG peak to peak at the position of
the atoms [44]. Our results for |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 transition
for 56 echo pulses and an hold time of T = 0.38 ms (Fig.
4), are similar to our results for the magnetic insensitive
transition. Even in the presence of strong noises our re-
sults show long coherence times and a phase shift that is
proportional to the density difference δn (Fig. 4(d), in-
set). Our Ramsey coherence time for magnetic sensitive
transition was limited to only a few milliseconds due to
magnetic noises. With DD we were able to increase it
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FIG. 6: Gaussian noise squeezing. Population variance
σ2p when rotating a state around the X axis with angle β
after DD. We prepare a state with a symmetric gaussian
noise of 25% around the X axis and apply DD with 160
echo pulses. For short evolution time (T = 2.5 µs, red
circles) we get a constant variance, which is used for
scaling the Y axis. For long evolution time (T = 200 µs,
blue circles), we see a double peak feature, using a fit to
our data [1] (black line, with one standard deviation in
gray) we extract maximal squeezing of 2.79± 0.43 dB at
an angle β◦ = 218± 14◦, compared to short evolution
time mean population variance.
and measure fringes with high contrast after a total time
of 54.6 ms for |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 transition and 45.9 ms for
|1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 2〉 transition.
We repeated this measurement for different times Ttot
with different hold times T and number of echoes Ne
for the two magnetic sensitive transitions, and measured
a frequency shift ∆f that grows linearly with the den-
sity difference (Fig. 5). From a linear fit we estimate
(a11 + a22 − 2a21) = 0.76±0.02 a0 for |1, 1〉 to |2, 0〉 (Fig.
5 (a)) transition and (a11 + a22 − 2a21) = −0.22±0.04 a0
for |1, 1〉 to |2, 2〉 transition (Fig. 5 (b)), demonstrating
high precision and signal to noise ratio even in a noisy
environment. When comparing these measurements with
calculated scattering lengths from theory [50], we did not
find a good a agreement. These measurements can be
performed close to a Feshbach resonance where typically
there are no magnetic insensitive transitions and one of
the scattering lengths a11, a22 or a12 diverges. This in-
crease in interaction will result in larger phase shifts and
can be used to generate spin squeezed states [12].
To show a potential application of our scheme for
spin squeezing we demonstrate squeezing of a state with
gaussian noise, which emulates errors in state prepara-
tion. Here we used the magnetic insensitive transition
|1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 0〉. We prepared a state with a symmetric
gaussian noise around the X axis of the Bloch sphere by
starting in state |1, 0〉 and applying a pulse of pi2 (1 + εθ)
with a phase pi2 (1 + εφ), where εφ, εθ are randomly cho-
sen errors (< 1) in pulse length and phase, respectively.
We carried out a DD scheme of concatenated XY8 blocks
with free evolution time of 2T between echo pulses. After
this pulse sequence, the state remained centered on the
X axis. We then applied a final pulse to rotate the state
around the X axis with angle β and measure the popula-
tion. We repeated this sequence with different evolution
times to see how the twisting dynamics changes the sta-
tistical variance in population σ2p as we scan β.
In Fig. 6 we show our results for added gaussian noise
of 25% in state preparation and 160 echo pulses. For
short evolution time (T = 2.5 µs, total time 0.8 ms, red)
the variance does not change significantly for all β an-
gles. For long evolution times (T = 200 µs, total time
64 ms, blue) we see a double peak feature, with a de-
crease in variance at angle β◦ = 218 ± 14◦. From a fit
to the data we extract 2.79 ± 0.43 dB noise squeezing
at the minimum angle , comparing short and long evo-
lution time. After decreasing detection noise we have
3.02± 0.47 dB noise squeezing, to quantify the detection
noise, we measured the population after one pi/2 pulse for
different β. This measurement demonstrates our ability
to squeeze symmetric gaussian noise in a specific direc-
tion using DD with a weak nonlinear interaction. This
method can be used to increase sensitivity in the pres-
ence of errors in state preparation and for spin squeezing
beyond the standard quantum limit.
In conclusion, we introduced and demonstrated imbal-
anced dynamic decoupling as a robust method with high
contrast and long coherence time, for measuring inter-
actions in ultracold atoms from the twist of the Bloch
sphere caused by the interactions. Our precision is com-
parable to other measurement done on a magnetic in-
sensitive transition |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 1〉 [2, 4], and we show
similar precision with magnetic sensitive transitions. The
scattering length difference we measured for three tran-
sitions in 87Rb can be used to calculate interatomic po-
tentials. The interactions between imbalanced popula-
tions generate a phase shift that is accumulated in our
sequence without having to externally perturb the sys-
tem, as in other DD schemes [36, 37]. This type of inter-
actions are of great interest in polaron physics [13–16],
BEC solitons [51] and spin squeezing [52]. We demon-
strated spin squeezing of a state with gaussian noise us-
ing DD and weak nonlinear interaction, showing reduced
uncertainty when rotating our final state in a specific an-
gle. This can be useful for measurements with errors in
state preparation.
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Supplementary Material for Observation of nonlinear
spin dynamics and squeezing in a BEC using dynamic
decoupling
Hagai Edri, Boaz Raz, Gavriel Fleurov, Roee Ozeri and Nir Davidson
Department of Physics of Complex Systems, Weizmann Institute of Science,
Rehovot 76100, Israel
Experimental Setup
In our setup we trap 87Rb in a crossed dipole trap (λ = 1064 nm). We produce
an almost pure BEC of ∼ 105 atoms with no visible thermal fraction. The
trapping frequencies are ωx,y,z = 2pi × (31, 37, 109).
In each measurement we take two images with imaging light that is resonant
with the F = 2→ F ′ = 3 transition of the 87Rb D2 line after 20 ms time of
flight. In the first image we count only the atoms in the state F = 2. Then,
after a short repump pulse (F = 1→ F ′ = 2, 40 µs) that transfers all atoms
from F = 1 to the F = 2 manifold, we image the cloud again to count the
total number of atoms and measure the density. In this way we measure the
relative population of state |2〉 (defined below), without being susceptible to
fluctuations in atom numbers between different measurements.
We measure the number density by fitting the integrated column density in
the second image with f(x) = Max
(
0,
(
1− x2
x2c
)2)
, where xc is the cloud’s
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half width in the strong trapping direction. From which we calculate the
chemical potential µ and the peak number density n0 = µ
m
4pi~2a , where m
is the atomic mass, a is the scattering length, and ~ is the reduced Planck
constant. The average number density is given by n = 4
7
n0.
Dynamic Decoupling
We use microwave (MW) radiation close to f0 = 6.834 GHz to induce
transitions between hyperfine levels of 87Rb atoms, |1〉 = |F = 1,mf1〉 and
|2〉 = |F = 2,mf2〉, where F is the total spin and mf1,2 is its projection on
the magnetic field axis. We start with all atoms in state |1〉 and apply a
set of pulses to control their state and accumulate phase due to inter-state
interactions. Each pulse of length tp and Rabi frequency ΩR rotates the state
vector by an angle θ = ΩRtp around the axis nˆ = cosφxˆ+ sinφyˆ. This rota-
tion can be applied to any state |ψ〉 = α |1〉+β |2〉 with arbitrary α and β by
an operator Rnˆ(θ) = exp (
i
2
θ~σ · nˆ). Free evolution of the state for a time T
corresponds to a rotation around the zˆ axis on the Bloch sphere. The angle
of rotation is  = δE12~ T , where δE12 is the energy difference between the two
levels (Eq. (2) in the main text).
Our pulse sequence starts with a pulse of θ around the xˆ axis followed by a
train of pi pulses around X-Y-X-Y-Y-X-Y-X axes with a free evolution time
2T between pulses (XY8 sequence), we then apply a pulse of pi − θ around
2
an axis nˆ. Applying all these rotations amounts to:
M(θ, φ) = Rnˆ(pi − θ)Rzˆ()Rxˆ(pi)Rzˆ(2˜)Ryˆ(pi)Rzˆ(2)Rxˆ(pi)Rzˆ(2˜)Ryˆ(pi)Rzˆ(2)
Ryˆ(pi)Rzˆ(2˜)Rxˆ(pi)Rzˆ(2)Ryˆ(pi)Rzˆ(2˜)Rxˆ(pi)Rzˆ()Rxˆ(θ),
(1)
where ˜ has inverted populations compared to , such that ˜ −  is propor-
tional to the difference in densities between states |1〉 and |2〉, and does not
depend on the sum of densities. We calculate the population in state |2〉
after applying this sequence starting from state |1〉,
P = |M(θ, φ) |1〉|2 = 1
4
[
2 sin2 θ cos
(
φ− gn
~
NeT cos θ
)
+ cos 2θ + 3
]
(2)
where φ is the phase of the last pulse, g = 4pi~
2
m
(a11 + a22 − 2a12) is the
interaction shift and n is the sum of densities in states |1〉 and |2〉. In this
sequence, the accumulated phase depends solely on the difference in densities
δn = −n cos θ.
Evolution during the pulses
In this calculation we did not take into account any phase accumulated during
the pulses. It is a good approximation in our system since δE12/~ ΩR and
tp  T . To verify it we solved numerically the Bloch equations:
d~σ
dt
= ~Ω× ~σ (3)
Here ~Ω = (ΩR, 0, δ), and we use δ =
gn
~ ·σz, a detuning that is proportional to
the population difference (we neglect any constant detuning of our oscillator
since it will be nullified by the XY8 sequence). For our system parameters
3
δ/ΩR ∼ 5 · 10−3 for the magnetic insensitive transition |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 0〉. We
compared our numerical solution with our analytic calculation for 16 echo
pulses, hold time T = 2.88 ms, and our setup parameters, when taking into
account that there is no phase accumulated during the pulse. Our results
show a small angle of 0.05 rad between the two states on the Bloch sphere
at the end of the pulse sequence, after a total rotation of 5.07 rad.
50 Hz Magnetic noise
An advantage of a dynamic decoupling (DD) scheme is it cancels external
noises that are slower than our pulse rate 1/T , which allows us to measure
small frequency shifts in a noisy environment for magnetic sensitive transi-
tions. Our main source of magnetic noise is the 50 Hz signal of the electricity
grid in our lab. We measured it using short Ramsey spectroscopy (0.15 ms
Ramsey time) on the magnetic sensitive transition |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 2〉, with our
pi
2
MW pulses synchronised to the 50 Hz signal. We changed the delay time
between the pulses and the 50 Hz signal and scanned the phase of the second
MW pulse. The results are shown in Fig. 1, each column is a Ramsey phase
scan fringe. It is clear that the phase of the fringes changes as we change the
delay time from the 50 Hz signal (horizontal axis). The 50 Hz noise is clearly
seen in our measurement, and it has 1.31±0.12 mG peak to peak amplitude,
we do not see any other significant noise frequencies. To cancel this noise
we use DD with short arm time T of 0.35− 0.42 ms when measuring on the
magnetic sensitive transition.
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Figure 1: 50 Hz Noise - Ramsey phase scan with Ramsey time of 0.15 ms, with magnetic
sensitive transition |1, 1〉 → |2, 2〉. We changed the delay time between our Ramsey pulses
and 50 Hz signal from the electricity grid in our lab. We measured a phase shift that is
proportional to the magnetic field noise at 50 Hz as seen by the atoms. The magnetic field
at 50 Hz has a 1.31± 0.12 mG peak to peak amplitude.
Inelastic Collisions
The DD scheme increases our coherence time from ∼ 15 ms to ∼ 100 ms
(for magnetic insensitive transition) and from ∼ 1 ms to ∼ 50 ms (for mag-
netic sensitive transitions). Our main limitation for the magnetic insensitive
transition are inelastic collisions of atoms in state |2, 0〉, transferring them
to states |2,−1〉 and |2, 1〉. We can measure the rate of these collisions by
holding all atoms in state |2, 0〉 for different times and measuring the pop-
ulation of different spin states in F = 2. We do that with a Stern-Gerlach
measurement, we release the atoms from the trap and turn on a magnetic
field with a constant gradient, after 20 ms time of flight the states are well
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Figure 2: Inelastic collisions - We measured the population in different spin states mf of
total spin F = 2. The population in |2, 0〉 decays, while the population of |2,−1〉 and |2, 1〉
increases almost by the same amount as a result of inelastic collisions of atoms in state
|2, 0〉, transferring them to states |2,−1〉 and |2, 1〉. From an exponential fit we estimate
the spin relaxation time to be 105 ± 2 ms. It does not have an effect on the phase shift
in our measurement for the magnetic insensitive transition, and only causes a slightly
decreased coherence of our fringes.
separated in our images. The result of these measurements are presented
in fig. 2. The population in |2, 0〉 decays, while the population of |2,−1〉
and |2, 1〉 increases almost by the same amount. From an exponential fit we
estimate the spin relaxation time to be 105±2 ms. It does not have an effect
on the phase shift in our measurement, and only causes a slightly decreased
coherence of our fringes, as can be seen in Fig. 2(a) in the main text, where
there is a constant bias due to the population of states |2,−1〉 and |2, 1〉.
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